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I

ra1;øE HoMERrc poEMs are bâsed upon a clear and unified view

f of the world. They give evidence of this view at almost every

vãse, for every signiffcant thing they say is associated with it and

through this association receives its peculiar character. Remote

as this vierv of the world may be from what other peoples and

ages regard as religion, we call it religious nevertheless, because

for it the divine is the fundamental basis of all being and hap-

oening, and this basis shines so clearly through all things and

ãvents that the Greeks thernselves must needs speak of it in con-

nection with even the most ordinary and familiar matters. For
t}em no part of life is wholly without the divine.

The religious outlook of the Homeric poems is clear and self-
contained. It never speaks through conceptual formulization in
the way of dogma, but is expressed as a vital force in everything
that happens or is said or thought. And though in details there
remains a residue which may be equivocal, in large and essential
matters the testimony is never contradictory. It can be collected
methodically and accurately, sifted and listed, and it yields spe-
cific answers to questions of life and death, man and god, freedom
and fate. Unmistakably a criterion for the nature of the divine
emerges. The images of individual divine personages are also
ffrmly delineated. Each of them possesses its special character,
clearly defined in all its traits. The poet can assume that the
listener has a vivid idea of the being and essence of every god.
Whenever he introduces a god he characterizes him in a few
strokes; these are always set down with the mastery which for
millennia has been admired in Homer but which has not generally
been recognized in scenes where gods figure. Yet it is just such
scenes that must have given perceptive audiences special pleasure
by their aptness. But for us the few strokes by which the god is
vividly presented to our eyes are a precious index to his essence,
and fi'om all such strokes taken together his complete figure is
articuiated.
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16 RELIGION AND MYTH IN HIGH ANTIQUITY

The divine, presented with such clarity in the Homeric poems,
is manifold in form and yet everywhere consistent. A lofty spirit,
a noble content, is expressed in all of its forms. It is not the pur-
pose of the poems to communicate any religious revelation, ¡e
give force to any religious doctrine. They desire only to behold,
and in the joy of beholding to fashion forms; before them lie all
the riches of the world, earth and heaven, water and air, hees,
animals, men and gods.

The view of the world which speaks out of these poems
breathes a spirit which we must call speciffcally Greek. We may
not overlook the fact that succeeding ages produced many views
and aspirations of a quite different orientation. But if we observe
the large and decisive lines of Greek genius we cannot doubt that
it is the Homeric direction that they followed. The Homeric mode
of seeing and thinking is continued, despite all temporal and in-
dividual variations, in the representative works of Greek genius,
whether in poetr¡ plastic art, or philosophy. It possesses all the
marks of what we call Greek, in contradistinction to other species
of humanity, especially the oriental; and it possesses this char-
acter as a thing natural and obvious. Its world view and its
mode of thought must therefore have made their appearance in
the centuries before the completion of the Homeric epics. For the
spiritual process that then tuanspired we unfortunately have no
direct evidence; only the end result stands before us in its power.
Nor can we determine the duration of the epoch in question.
Tempting as it may seem to bring the change and transformation
of thought into connection with the succession of cultural eras,
such as the Mycenean and post-Mycenean, we must abstain from
any such attempt because we do not possess the necessary docu-
mentation. But even though the historical course must remain
dark, the development of the spiritual process is clear and plain.
The Homeric poems exhibit the new view of the world, which
is decisive for Hellenism, in its mature and fixed form. And there
are enough remains and echoes, not least in Homer himself,
from which \¡¡e may formulate some notion of earlier thought
and belief.

2

fhe old faith was earth-bound and as much constricted by the
elemental as ancient existence itself. Earth, procreation, blood,
and death are the great realities which dominated it. Each of
these had its own sacred sphere of images and needs, and the
ígot of thei¡ here and now could be abated by no freedom of
reason. Kindly and benevolent to those who remained loyal to
them, terrible to any who-whether out of willfulness or necessity

-disregarded them, they enclosed the life of the community and
of the individual by their unalterable ordinances. They are a

multiplicity but belong to the same realm, and they are not only
related to one another but all flow together into a single large es-

sence. This we can see in the divinities in which they are repre-
sented: all belong to the earth, all have a share in life as in death;
whatever their individual traits may be, all may be desígnated
as deities of earth and of death.

This marks the sharpest of distinctions from the new gods,

who belong neither to the earth nor to the elemental in general
and have no dealings with death. But the ancient world of gods
was not forgotten even in later times and never wholly lost its
power and its sanctity. The Olyrnpian religion displaced it from
its primacy, but it allowed it to subsist in the background, with
that magnanimous liberality and truth which distinguish it. Greek
faith underwent no dogmatic revolution, as did the Israelite or
Persian, which reduced the older worship to superstition or re-
belliousness against the sole domination of the new lord. Even in
Homer, the purest witness to the Olympian religíon,.the elemental
retains its ancient character of sanctity, and the divine spirits
which derive from it come forward meaningfully at their ap-
propriate times. We are therefore still able to obtain a reasonably
precise picture of the nature of the ancient world of gods.

It is remarkable to see how the two realms of the divine collide
in Aeschylean tragedy, as if the Olympian masters had but iust
hiumphed over the ancient forces. The plaints and scorn of the
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them! In an instant the amiable benefacbesses turn into spirits of
execration from whom there can be no escape, fon they are inex-
orable. This zeal in supervising the holy ordinances of Nature, this
grim wrath against any one who fails to respect them, this horri-
ble consistency with which he is brought to a reckoning and retri-
bution is exacted to the last drop of blood, regardless of whether
!¡is intentions wele honorable or whether he has repented and
sues for mercy-this rigorous and menacing character of the ele-
ments is sharply and specifically expressed in the Erinyes, and
hence they obtain their title of Fu¡ies.

The Aeschylean tragedy presents them as prosecuting a violent
crime against the sanctity of blood: Orestes has shed the blood of
his own mother. They are, as it were, the spirits of spilled blood
drat cries out to heaven. They drink of the blood of the victime
and pursue the perpetrato¡ like a wild beast that is hunted to
death. Madness comes over him. At his every step and turn they
are near and stare at him with gruesome eyes. He has forfeited
his own blood, and they wish to suck it from his living limbs
and then draw him down to the night of terror like an exhausted
shadow.lo But Orestes did not commit his deed with wicked in-
tent. He had to avenge his father, King Agamemnon, whom this
woman who was his mother had beguiled and slain on the very
day of his homecoming in a most degrading manner. And behind
him there stands one greater: the god Apollo, who had required
this vengeance of him. Now too Apollo stands by him at the trial
which, under the presidency of Athena, is to condemn or acquit
him. The persecutors are the Erinyes. Thus the old gods and the
new here encounter one another. The primal divine law of the
earth protests against the new Ol¡'mpian spirit.

Two worlds are locked in struggle. Each presents its case full¡
each asserts the validity of its motivation. And as they dispuie
with one another their inmost natures are revealed to us.

. 
Ap_ollo, the Olympian god, is utterly repelled by the ghastly

ghoulswho gorge on human gore and 
"àl"br"t" 

theirgrislyiites at
sites of torture and savagery.ll The Erinyes are one wiih blood.
Brute and blind as the will of blood are their purpose and pro-
cedu¡e. To the spiritual freedom of the Olympian god they de-
ûantly oppose thei¡ inhansigence; for the ,ofti"r, o:f .rrrrpi.ito"l
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Titan Prometheus pierce the Scythian solitude where he is chained

to the clifi as 
"., 

oppon"t t of the new king of the gods' As wit-

nesses to the tyrannìãal violence he sufiers he calls upon the divine

primal elements-the heavenly ether, the winds, rivers' waves of

ih" ,"u, earth the mother of all, and the eye of the sun;1 the chorus

of sea-nymphs weeps for his lot and in the end sinks into the abyss

with him. But he.e, at least in the extant play, only the opposition

and its partisan position finds expression' In r}re Eumenídes, orr

the othJ hand, Çe have a formal discussion of the two realms of

the divine and their respective rights. The old powers and their

protest against the "new gods" are, to be,sure, represented only

Ly th" Eiinyes, and it is only upon a single issue that they come

into conflict with one another. But the issue is of such great sig-

nificance and the attitude of the divine litigants so revealing that

it enables us to discern, if not all the aspects, at least the basic

character of the ancient earth-religion with greater certainþ

than we could otherwise do'
The Eumenides call themselves daughters of Night,2 the mighty

primal divinity who is mentioned with respect even in the lkad.
'Their 

sisters áre the Moirai,s "the revered," who, as powers of

birth, -ur.iage, and death, determine the lot ,of every lqy
life. irom thei, ha'-tds come the blessings of the earth-health'

fertility, wealth, and peace,a Hence the Athenians made offer-

irrt, tá'them at weddings.ó There was nothing terrifying about

thãir cnlt images at Athenso and in most of the names by which

they are variÃsly invoked, not horror but awe is expressed; at

eù""t they are called Semnai, "the revered," and elsewhere

Eumenides, "the kindly mincled," or Potniai, "the mistresses''

ihus they are related to other divinities of the earthy realm'

such as the Charites. As Demeter Erinys, the ancient earth-mother

Demeter bears their name> and Gaia ("earth") itself is designated

as their mother'? The verses of Epimenides8 give unmistakable ex-

pression to their relationship with the earth and the ancient race

ãi go¿t, Cronus, the pre-Olþpian king 
-of 

the gods' the chief of

,LJiiaárrr, begot the; ,rpo,, B"ottyrre, the earth-goddess' and in

"ààruo" 
tá thã* Aphrodite and the Moirai. But the blessings of

the earth-divinities are controlled by the great ordinances of

which the Brinyes are guardians' Woe to him who transgresses
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Orestes, because she herself stands on the side of the masculine

atã on her own father, and the death of a woman who had slain

her lord and husband could have no overwhelming importance

in her sight.l6 Without Athena's ballot Orestes would have been

lost. He is acquitted, but only by a tie vote. The avenging god-

desses are eventually reconciled by Athena who promises them

high honors, and pronounce their blessing instead of their curse

over land and people. These events are of paramount significance.

The Aeschylean tuagedy celebrates the institution of the Athenian
court for cases of murder, by means of which the law and au-

thority of the state supplants the bloody expiation of the old
order. But for the Greeks this event has a meaning which extends

into the realm of the gods. When a matter is to be decided among

rnen a clariffcation of it must ffrst take place among the gods. Here
the new Olympian gods stand opposed to the ancient deities; the
bright and free spirit of the Olympians comes face to face with
the brutish, narrow, earth-bound spirit of the primal forces. And
the Olympians justify their new dominion by achieving reeon-

ciliation with the old forces. The new tuuth does not extinguish
reverence for the old.

The Erinyes of Aeschylean tuagedy present a living pichrre of
the ancient earth-powers. Athena's decisive acknowledgment of
masculinity is signiffcant, for it may also be said that the mas-
culine and feminine concepts of existence are here opposed. The
Erinyes ttremselves are feminine, as are most divinities of the
terrestrial domain. Thoroughly feminine is the question by which
they wish to establish guilt: "Have you slain your mother?" Yea or
Nay must decide. Woman's feeling for the acfual has never been
set forth more truly and at the same time more fearfully. It is
this which gives us understanding of the narrowness, the severity,
and at the same time the kindliness of the ancient divinities. The
preponderance of the feminine is one of the most important de-
terminants of its character, whereas in the Olympian divinity the
masculine temper is biumphant.

Here is a maternal realm of forms, tensions, and ordinances
whose holiness penetrates the entire human existence. At the cen-
ter stands earth itself, as primal goddess, under many names.
Out of her bosom well forth all life and all abundance, and into
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nature turns stony hard in defending itself' They know only
deeds, and if the fact of commission is established, words ¿¡s

useless. The deed must be followed by the consequence ordained

for it from eternity. Their argument is the simplest possible, and ¿

mockery of the autonomy of the spirit. They ask the accused,

"Have you slain your mother?" and his admission decides the is-

sue. It shall not profit him that Apollo had commanded the terri-
ble deed, Apollo whose sayings all emanate from Zeus himself.

He had avenged the murder of his father Agamemnon. Is it right
for the avenger of a father's murder to shed the blood of a mother?

According to the law of blood the answer can only be No, and the
Erinyes must maintain the law. Deed of blood is weighed against

deed of blood, and Orestes' is incomparably heavier because he

shed his own blood whereas the husband whom Clytemnesba

murdered was not'related to her by blood.12

Out of a world of wholly difierent values and ordinances Apollo
introduces a psychological difierentiation which the Erinyes can

only regard as arrogant caprice' The issue, says he,13 is not that
blood has been shed; in that case Orestes'deed would be as grave

as Clytemnestra's, who had paid for it with her life, or indeed

graver, because it was his own mother he had slain. The worth
of the victim and the indignity visited upon him determine the

gravity of the deed. Here a noble lord, a king by grace of god,

was murdered on the day of his glorious return from a campaign,

and at that by a woman who had cunningly entrapped him and

had cut him down when he was alone and helpless. From all this

all that the Brinyes glean is that higher claims are made for a

father than for a mother and that a mother's blood may remain

unavenged. Who is to decide?
\Me fãel with horror that these two world orders are in conflict

and that their opposition is insoluble. It must be counted as a

magniffcent aspect of Greek thought, which Aeschylus here rep
resãnts, that iileft this opposition unresolved. No declaration of

an external power places the right upon one side and the wrong

upon anotheì. The goddess Athena herself declares that it is not

tá. n", to speak the deciding word in this dispute'la She installs

the jury, who in future are to pronounce judgment in cases 
^ot

murder; and retains only one uãt" fot herself; this she casts for
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âssociated to the same high degree with the sphere of thought

which we are here attempting to describe, as it is alien to the

tlom"'ic,'
Today magic is usually conceived of in a rational and mechan-

istic sense as a practice whose effectiveness rests exclusively upon

its own power. This is a very short-sighted view. All genuine

¡¡agic assumes human consciousness and concentration of thought

on th" ot" hand, and on the other the existence of a strict but not

s fiechanical order of nature. Only in a condition of special ex-

citement is the genuinely magical act possible. This excitement

takes its rise when the mind discovers with horror that the re-

vered rule of nature has been disregarded. This distinguishes true

6agic from willfulness, which is nowadays customarily regarded

as the point of departure for explaining it. One must never over-

look the fact that it is most intimately connected with conscious-

ness of generally valid norms which limit the personal will of the

individual. It is not willfulness when an unhappy man calls im-

precations upon his oppressor, an insulted father or abused

lnother upon a son, an elder upon a ruthless younger' These are

the very cases where, according to the old view of the world,

the wrathful deities rose uP.

In their own abode underground they are called "spirits of

curse" (Arai).18 The curse of a man violently oppressed and the

demonic vengeance of a violated world order are basically one

and the same thing. So the pauper and beggar is a person to be

revered, and when he is pitilessly repelled from the table of the

rieh or even roughly handled, then the vengeance of the Erinyes

who stand at the beggar's side is visited upon the proud mis-

creants.le A related matter is the sanctity of the hospitable board;

it is outraged the higher powers grow exceeding wroth'2o As is

the case with much of the ancient law, the care of strangers and

suppliants was later taken over by Zeus himself,zl whose famous

tltle "Protector of Strangers" (Xenios) gives clear expression to this
aspect of his functions.

Much more serious, however, are the rights of blood and kin-
The story of Althaea and Meleager shows that concepts of the

of these bonds and of the fearful wrath visited upon

of them were shaped in a period which regarded de'
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it they sink again. Birth and death both belong to her, and in her
they close the sacred circle. But inexhaustible as is her vital buoy-
ancy, rich and kindly as are her gifts, so holy and inviolable ¿¡u
her regulations, allrbeing and all happening must yield to þs¡
ffxed ordinances. Again it is the Erinyes whose wrath is roused

when these ordinances are transgressed. Wherever anything takeg

place contrary to nature, there they cry their Nay! They seal tþs
mouth of Achilles' steed whom goddess Athena had suddenly

endowed with human speech.16 Heraclitus calls them "Dike's

police"17 and says that for d¡ead of them "even the sun does not
exceed its bounds."

Associated unmistakably with belief in natural ordinances and

their rigor is the fear of what the ancients called "e+vy" of tho
gods. This concept, which is one of the many that were handed

down from high antiquity to the classical religion-and which is
still cu¡rent among ourselves, albeit in a different form-is natu-

rally hard to reconcile with belief in deity as a spiritual personage.

The fact that it could nevertheless never be wholly abolished

proves how deeply belief in eternal orrlinances is rooted in human

temperament. We find it most powerfully developed among primi'
tive civilizations, and a controlling factor in formulating their

views of the world. It is repeatedly betrayed in the ineradicablo

anxiety lest a certain level of prosperity provoke the ill-will of

higher powers as being excessive.

This lively awareness of ffxed norms and systems is character'

istic of religions that conceive of the divine not as form and per-

son but rather as a dark force. Here again we discern the great

distinction between the old world of the gods and the new. Not
merely is the old divinity associated with belief in the holiness of

the order of nature, it is actually one with this holiness' In it the

order presents itself as the sacred will of the elemental world.

This order is anything but mechanical. It can be violated. But al'

ways the sacred will rises again, menacing and crying halt. Human

life too is wholly interwoven with this order. And here where will'
fulness is so often at work its essence is most clearly revealed: its

power is summoned out of the darkness by curses and coniura'

tions.
And nor¡¡ we have suddenly reached magic. Magic is ín
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of its preternatural pressure by a curse and appeals to the obliga-

uon'
fhe ancient group of sanctities thus also includei obligations to

úre needy, the unprotected, to those astray. The feeling that the

eternal powers must be angry with failure to sympathize receives

fively expression in the lliad also. Dying Hector utters it and on

his lips it is tantamount to a curse. He had adjured Achilles

þy all that is sacred not to cast his body out for dogs to devour

but to deliver it to his parents for decent burial in return for a
rich ransom. But in vain. Now with his last breath he says,27 "You

have aheart of i¡on. Take care that I be not made the gods' curse

upon you." And in fact A to S

allude, w
s his SO

the in his
eldest of the gods,

the eternal and inexhaustible earth," as the chorus in Sophocles'

Antigone calls her,2e is basically onervith Themis,3o goddess of
what is valid and needful. The importanffiace which man's

primal obligations held in the ancient earth-religion we can

ãlearly discern in the curses called down upon, among others,

those who would not show the way to a man astray, by the priest
of the clan of the Buzyges ("ox-yokers') in Athens when the ritual
plowing was performed.

The deity of earth and fertility in whose name these primal
obligations were sanctiffed is not merely mother of the living' The
dead belong to her also. A matricide, as the Erinyes threaten
Orestes,sr will have no peace even in the
the offences which are

gravest rS and it is very noteworthy that the
lliad' whjch in other respects ignores the possibility of bliss or
sufiering after death, knows the solemn formula of oaths in which,
besides Zeus, the sun, the rivers, and the earth, those powers are
invoked as witnesses "who under earth take vengeance on dead

whoever among them has s\¡¡orn to falsehood."32 Triptole-
whom Demeter of Eleusis had sent forth with the blessing of

the ûelds, is said also to have promulgated those basic rules to
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grees of relationship difierently than they were regarded in the
historical period. Althaea devotes her own son to destruction þs.
cause he had killed her brother in combat'22 Bathed in tears she

kneels to the ground, smites the earth with her hands, and caüs

upon the subterranean powers to give death to her son, "and

Erinys who walks ln gloom, of heart pitiless, heard out of the
dark places Meleager had killed his mother's brother ln battle.
The deed wAS not one he himself
have been killed by his adversary

I

modern feeling ls Oedipus, who, without suspecting what he was

doing, trans gressed against his own mother by taking her to
after he had unknowingly killed his father The enormrty as the
OdysseE tells the story did not long remaln hidden. The mother
hanged herself, and upon Oedipus there descended

woe which the "Erinyes of mothers" called down upon him. An
excess of woe is all the more natural when a son's hard-hearted..

ness drives his mother to utter a curse to which the depths

spond. Telemachus cannot force his mother to leave the house

the wife of another the higher por¡/ers would surely punish

for as she departs the unhappy '\Ã/oman would call upon

awful Erinyes."2a A father too can invoke "the

against a son if he afironts him instead of paying

him: so Phoenix asserts in the llíad.26

awful
the honor

Thus in the maternal deities of the earth we see the
and representatives of those revered ordinances which
a bond between parents, children, and siblings' The various

rights of children are also hallowed in them. Bven in the

Poseidon, when he is unwilling to yield to Zeus's orders, rs

minded that the Brinyes always stand at the side of the elder

and he is at once ready to conform.
It is not merely the spirit of family blood that speaks out

these earth-goddesses: human blood, which obligates every

to his neighbor crles out to them and obtains their response.

bligation has nothing whatever to do with charity or

It 1S based on no philosophy or doctrine; it results from

powerful need to convrnce and unite. The objective order

lryhich it belongs ls precisely coextensive with the primal

of the human soul when ln fear and afliction ir unburdens
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which respect for parents belongs. And Eleusis was the site of
Greece's rnost famous mysteries, which Cicero praises for having
taught men not only "to live in happiness but also to die with
high hoPs"'aa

In the earth-religion death does not separate a man from the
comrnunity of the living. He becomes only the more powerful and
respected. He dwells in maternal earth-in

there he receives the prayers and from
there sends blessings up to them. On certain days when the earth
loosens up and new life sprouts, the dead all return and are
festively received until their visit is terminated.

This belief presupposes interment, by which the body returns
to the bosom of the earth whence it came. Of this usage the civili-
zation of the Homeric epic is no longer aware. In it cremation of
the dead is assumed. This doubtless involves the difference in
thought concerning the dead-one of the most characteristic dis-
tinctions of the new religion from the old; the dead do not, indeed,

cease to be, but their being is no longer that of the living and
there is no longer any connection between the two spheres' Fur-
thermore the sphere of the dead has lost its sanctiÇ; the gods be-
long wholly to life and are by their essence separated from all that
is death's. The Olympian deities have nothing to do with the

'¿ dead; indeed it is expressly said of them that they shudder beforo
J the dark realm of death.36 In Homer, indeed, they do not fear

[5- contact with the dead, for their existence belongs wholly to the
past; but later ages, which did not confront the problem of death

with the same freedom, shunned the proximity of the dying and

the dead in order to avoid pollution.so So broad is the interval that
separates the Olympians from the ancient divinities. Whatever in-
dividual forms these latter may take, they are almost without
exception also gods of the nether world and the dead.

All of them communicate the spirit of the earth, from which"

derive all blessings and obligations of earthly existence, the
which itself gives birth to all living, and again, when life's
is over, receives it back ínto itself. The maternal, the
occupies the prime position in this earth-bound religion.
masculine is not wanting, but it is subordinate to the
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lhat is true even for Poseidon, whose power indubitabry extended
over the whole world in primitive times; his namer describes him
¿5 the husband of the great goddess whose aspects we have dealt
rvith in tJre foregoing section.

In Homer the dominion of Poseidon is wholly limited to the sea.
He does particþate in battles as a friend of the Greeks, but we
need only compare him with other olympians to realvehis limita-
tions. Whereas theothers impínge upon humanlife in manifold.ways,
he is thought of only in connection with the sea and with horses.
And yet he alone ventures to protest against the overlordship of

t:rJ.
Zeus and would have Zeus conffned to heaven as his only right-
ful domain.as He must once have been much more than
he ln numerous ways, not by acute

ness belongs to the
Homeric poems indicate that his true great-

past. Occasionally they confront him with the iFyounger deities, and upon each occasion he appears to be some-
what awkward and old-fashioned before the bright and buoyant
spirit of an Apolln.se According to the view of the lkadao poseidon
is the younger brother of Zeus. But as we shall see, Hesiod was
doubtless preserving an older view when he represented Zeus as
the youngest scion of Cronus.al

The primal might of poseidon is suggested by the sons whom
rnyth ascribes to him; they are gigantic and unrestrained mani-
festations of strength such as Orion, Otus and Ephialtes, poly-
phemgsr and rnany others. His own tue nature-is clearly rã_
vealed by his name. The second part of this name, which points
to ttre earth-goddess, contains the same ancient word whireby
Damater (Demeter) is called "Mother Da.,, The cults of Arcadiã
reteinJeryancientmvltrsg_tposeidon's"o"q-":F"úxÐüãt-sgd-

€. _iËñeter-Eü'ff ;Ë ä;-ffi;ñipËä tË;;, ï; H;äs_
nated, as a mare, by Poseidon in the shape of a stallion, and gave
birth to a daughter and to the curse-ståed Arion, of whom 

"it 
is

also said that earth itself brought it forth.a2
Related to this myth is another according to which poseidon

espoused Medusa.as Medusa too bears a name of the earth-god_
dess. Her name means "She who sways." Here the ancient earth-
divinity brings her children forth Ín the monstrous ways char-
acteristic of early myth: Medusa is decapitated by persáus, and
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immediately there spring to light Chrysaor, "the man with the

golclen sword," and Pegasus, the lightning steed' The fact that

ihe earth-gocldess and her husband couple ín equine forn-r be-

speaks the ancient notion that the horse belongs to the earth and

the nether worlcl. Poseidon figures as creator, father, or giver qf

the holse, bears the equine epithet Hippios, and is worshipped by
sacrifrce of a horse and by chariot races' According to Arcaclian

legenci lìhea gave Clonus a filly to swallow inste-ad of Posèíclôn.

Hìs ion lrleleus is said to have been brought up in a herd of
horses. With Neleus, "the pitiless," we have arrived in the real¡¡

of the nether world, and many things go to show that Poseidon

himself was once at home there. If we look for the action by

which the sh'ength of earth's consort is revealed, we find that the

most important is the shaking of the earth, from which he received

and retained many epithets. He is ahvays the fealful god of the

earthquake. In the ltiadlne so shakes the earth that the mountains

tremble and the horrible realm of the abyss tlu'eatens to burst

open.aa He not only cleaves the earth but causes salt water and

fresh to bubble forth out of it, ancl thus he is the god of

springs and rivers. But his most majestic manifestation is in the

sea, nvhose upì'oar is related to the earthquake.
The notion that Poseidon is the ruler of the sea, whích in Homer

is the only relic of his formerly much wider activity, also undoubt-

edly belongs to his original image, as does his figure as an earth-

shaker. A trait to which belief clings so long must have been

very strong from the beginning. But we cannot avoid the impres'

sion that in Homer, and also in post-Homeric belief gcnerally,

Poseiclon retainecl only fragments, albeit very important ones, of

his sometime lordliness. This shrinkage is proof of a greater

change in thought, inasmuch as Poseiclon was formerly not merely

u g."nt gocl, but an all-embracing one; specifically, as his name

s,,,Ëg"tts, th" masculine figure associated with the feminine earth-

ait"y. t" this role ou" 
"oJd 

compare him only to Zeus, hurler of

the iightning; he himself hacl also hurled lightning, and-his fa-

miliar triclent was originally notliing else than a lightning bolt' 
-

This Poseidorl oppãnru in myth, ãs we notecl, in the figure of a

horse, ancl his partner Demeter of a mare. This is characteristic of

the way god, *ere imaginecl in remote antic¡-rity, ancl any later
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¡¡anifestations of gods in animal form or of animal atte'crants
upon gods of human form poi't back to that peioJ 

"i;;lr;i;;.Legerrcìs of the gods .stiü contain abuncla't eviclence that once
the gods preferred to manifest themselves in animal form. For the
newe'mode of thinking this could only signify that they 

";r.;_".1animal-form at specific moments ancl'for"spåcific p.rios"r, ;;à
thus a large proportio' of tlie we'-known a'd weli-toved stories
of transformations came into being. But originally the animal
body must havc been- wholly appràpr.iate to ihe *"¿ ilr" iåì"
it, and so even 

'ncler 
the *rt"La 

"å"àiiiàrì; "r 
exisrence char.acter-

istic of the nerv perioa individuar g"Jr-ä"r¿ not give up their
connection with speciffc animals, which was typica"lly 

""ir"rr"ãin epithets, sacriffcial usages, and legends.
It is difficult if not impossibre for ã modern to accrimate himserf

to this peculiar mocle of thought, ancl it woulcl be better to let
the myths_ stand upon their or,vn terms than t" f"l;it th;;
through the persistent inh.usion of one,s olvn categories of
thought. It is falsiffcatio¡ 

-of 
t!is. so{ to say that the early period

r3g$ined tti"- godi-a; airi,náts juit as th" íî;;.ì;"";äi"ï"i
p9!cperioas imagjned them as men. The Olympian,"ltd;;;;_
tenances only the hurnan form in deity. This positivenãss is evi_
dence for a basic transformatio. of tlro.rght wlror" ,'"urrirrg *"
shall have to examine in the sequel. Foi the olcl_fashioneã re_
ligion, on the other hancl, the rack of positive'ess is equa'y char-
acte¡istic. Ideas of god in anirnal form by no means exclude the
human form. From primitive peoples táay we can lcarn how
preposterous it is to assume what we call ..simple,, 

icleas for ear.ly
e¡as of human tliought, for in point of fact the primitive is usually
the least simple. In that r,vorld of thouglit a'd Ëelief it i, p*f;;;i;
possible for one to be that specific ,rt, o. superman in human
guise and at the same time an animal or. pl"'ri o, o"ythi;; ;i;
completely incongruons to our way of thinking; ;J íil"å;rÊ;
investigation takes concrete and unequivocal alpects 

", i;r;;i;;of depart.re, unclerstancling is frustr","a frá* the start. Even inthe historic religions *h"r=i"t a,ything ãiontiq.,ity or primitive-
ness has been retainecl, whether ir, 

"uli o, legencl å, po]r.,'", b"-lief, we find the same fluidity of i.l""r, ir-, 
"orrt "rt to which ourapproach, controllecl by a dete'nination to master natur.e. seems
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stifi and mechanical. The divine river is this concrete water whicþ
I see flowing, hear murmuring, and can draw with my hand; but
at the same time it is also a bull and a being in human form be-
sides, precisely as a primitive clan consists of men who g¿¡

simultaneously be eagles or the like. Plastic art represents this
abundance of being by mixed forms, and the fact that such repre-

sentations are avoided for the great deities from a certain period

on is a signiffcant sign of the transformation in thought. Here too

the change in the direction of thought is perceptibly away fror¡
the elemental. The Protean variability of its conceptions is char.

acteristic of its earthy objectivity. Thís sounds like a contradiction,

yet it is quite natural. Where thought and reverence are bound
to elementary being, they cannot at the same time possess tl¡s
freedom and clear simplicity of spiritual form. Hence Asiatic

modes of thought and belief have always remained at the stage

which the spirit of the Homeric world deffnitely left behind. Its
own early stages, on the other hand, must have been strongly

dominated by elemental thought, in the degree of their remoto"

ness. Hence the gods were manifested in animal form; their being

was intimately connected with trees, plants, bodies of water,

with earth and formations of earth, with wind and clouds. They

dwelt not in the heavens like the Olympian gods, but on and Ín

the earth.

r)

We sa\M that ln prehistoric religion the feminine essence
ranhdominant. It was women too who held the highest divine

Even in the case of Poseidon, whose power must once have

so large and inclusive that comparison with Zeus was

it is obvious that he did not approach the earth-goddess in
As her husband he was, as the name shows, invoked in
The same style of address is applied to Zeus in Homera6 as

antique ceremonial form. This primal world of gods ts

by maternal strain, which 1S characteristic of it AS 1S theAS

ternal and masculine sbain ln the Homeric world of gods. In
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What overcame on that occa-
not but essences.
enough nafure the Titans to realize that

they were basically difierent from the Olympians for whom they
had to make way. The ffrst of the Aeschylean bagedies men-
tioned previously inhoduces us to one of them with overwhelm_
ing grandeur-P¡ometheus

Prometheus rs a god, son of the great earth-goddess, whose
obduracy the new Iord of heaven rs unable to crush. He mocks
the youthful race of gods, which abuses him onl because hepreserved mankind from destuuction.

v
As witnesses to the urJus-

tice which he has suffered he invokes the primal divrne elements,
the ether the alr the streams, the sea, mother earth, and the
,{bout him the daughters

sun.
are of Oceanus, and the old god ofthe earth-sbeam himself comes to show his sympath This Pro-who takes his mighty

v.
secret with him into the abyss hasimagined by Aes chylus with the grandeur that has lm-the spirit of humanÍty ever srnce. But there IS doubt

Prometheus
no

was originally not so eminent a ffgure, Like
he was a god of ffre and handicraft to whom human

owed much, indeed nearly everything. But hou¡ did he
benefactions on the human race? Hesiod applies thehis
"crafty" (ankylometes) to him.46 In ifomer Cronus,
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the chief of the Titans, and only he, is often so designated' and

Hesiod's account gives him the same epithet'a7 For both deities

ihe epithet must hãve carried special significance; and in fact the

mythr that deal with them show their stlength as consisting in

c.,.rning and in secret ambushes' Homer therefore ignores their

pro*"ri, and we must resort to Hesiod for information' The poet

i"fro ,"ot enthralled by the proud and wonderful masculinity of

th" Otyt"piuns must have found such characters and the peculiar

*f,frt'i" ïU"n they appeared- distasteful' It was by theft that

Prometheus procured the ûte that is useful to man;a8 tlie myth

of the theft ãf fire, which is extremely widespread, was applied

to him. His second achievement was the deception by means of

*lri"r, he brought it about that the gods themselves chose the

;;;;; fortion Jf tn" sacrifice as their share and left the better

;*"; for men.ae Cronus too is a robber' To mutilate his father

iJrurr,r, he fell upon him in the dark, out of ambush' His mis-

ã""d, uguinst wife and children are also depicted as thieving at-

tacks.5o'He l.,rked to spy upon the pregnant mother' and it was

only *h"n she was o.üt" point of giving birth to Zeus that she

,n""""d"d, with her pa'e"ts' help, in hiding from him-¿nd in

bringing her youngesison into the world surreptitiously' He-him-

,"1f îuío,r"rt"o"n"a by similar cunning: instead of the chilclren

he wished to swallow he was given a stone, and further guile

blorrght him to disgorge ffrst thã stone and then all the children

he had previouslY swallowed'51

When *" ,"oâ these stories, up to the establishment of the

lordship of Zeus, we feel ourselves in a difierent' one may almost

,uy, tr, .r.t-Gre"k worlcl. Memories of mythical tales oJ primal

civilizations are aroused' In many respects the principal person'

;;;t ;t" like the inventive heroes and deliverers of primitive

pZopf"t. As in the case of the latter, the human and divine are

'mariello.trly intermingled' This spiritual kinship is given very

characteristr" .tpr""riãt in a pecìliar h'ait of the stories: the

hero, the deliverer of his peopld th" ot'" called to lordship' is-the

forlg"rt. This is true of Crånus,52 of Zeus'53 u".d:t? cite. only a

ri"gtã example, of Maui, the divine deliverer of Polynesia' who

*uã th" last-iorn child of his parents' The mere fact that in Homer
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Zeusis no longer the youngest but rather the eldest son of Cronus

is in itself evidence of the great transformation in thought.
'" ftt" impression which the myths give of the rnãsculine deities

who were suppressed by the Olympians seems to fit in admilably

with what we learn of their names and forms. The name Titan is

said to have denoted fl\in-g."6a Nor did ttte .nñã--¿a;ig"ãie a

sirécific kina of god but mòre p.operly the great gods in general,

ik" duut among the Romans andtheos among the Greeks. This is

consistent with the suggestion lately advanced by Paul Kret-

schmer:õ5 in the name Titan he recognizes a "Pelasgian" fore-

runner o{ the Greek (or Latin) word for heavenly gods which in-

heres in such names as Zeus, Diespiter, and the like; Tinia, the

Etruscan name for Jupiter, would be a similar forerunner on Ital-

ian soil. It appears then that in "Títan" we have the name which

comprehended the pre-Olympian gods and by which t}rey were

invoked. There are many indications that it acquiled the con-

notation of "wild," "rebellious," or even "wicked" by opposition to

the Olympians, to whom the Titans yielded only after a stmggle'

Now it is to be noted that these Titans are frequently charac-

terized as Priapean deities. Kaibels6 regarded this as the princi-

pal and original conception; latterly ít has been held that noth-

ing -or" thãn a joke is implied. But the evidence justifies Kaibel,

inlmuch as it compels us to believe that there must have been

a remarkable similarity between the ithyphallic deities and the

picture in which the Titans were imagined. Nevertheless we must

irot attribute to the emphasis on the sexual in the case of the

Titans the signiffcance that attached to phallic beings in histori-

cal tímes. The little wooden idols of primitive cultures can teach

us how the idols of Titans must have been fashioned to remind

men in later centulies, who rnay have encountered such wooden

images frequently, of Priapus and his peers. In these small and

quitã simple figures masculinity was markedly emphasized' This

characteri"ed them as virile deities capable of reproduction, but
not as wanton, and it was thus that they stood beside the ma-

ternal deities and their epitome, Mother Earth' whose feminine

and maternal powers far tanscended them in grandeur and

digniÇ.
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ørotesque, and comic to the tamer taste of later generations.

ih,rr *" see that the Homeric poems disdain their characteristic

Ji"rtiottt with well-bred silence, as though theliwere ignorant

of them, though they knew them well enough' and that Plato

who was himself gifted in mythic thought-though in a new mode

-rnakes 
no secret of his disgust for them.

One such myth, filled with the spirit of the primal period, is

that of Cronus and Uranus'60 rUranus does not sufier the children

whom Gaia is on the point of bearing to him to reach the light

but hides them in her depths. In her affiiction Earth groans. Her

children are horriffed at the thought of attacking their father;

only the youngest son, Cronus, "the crafty," shows courage, and

wiúî the sharp weapon which his mother had given him falls

upon his father from ambush just as, at nightfall and yearning

fár lorr", IJranus is spreading himself full over the earth' Cronus

amputates his father's male member and flings it into the sea.

This ¡emarkable myth bears unmistakable kinship with the fa-

mous Polynesian story of the primal parents, heaven and earth,

and of their enforced separatÍon by one of their sons'60 Long ago

Bastian pointed the kinship out.61 It is not as if some historical

connection between the two could be made plausible; aside from

other considerations, the divergences are considerable. At the

beginning of all things, says the Polynesian legend, everlasting

darkness prevailed, for Rangi and Papa, that is, heaven and earth,

lay locked together. Their sons considered what was to be done

and determined to separate their parents from one another by
force. Various attempts to do so proved futile, until Tane, the god

of trees, insinuated himself between them and raised heaven

high above earth. But differences in detail are of no consequence.

The meaning and the character of the conception as a whole are

obviously the same in the Hesiodic and the Polynesian account,

and the Greek myth, spatially so far removed from the bar-
barian, must teach us that the Hesiodic report on lJranus and

Cronus bears the authentic stamp of genuine mythic thought. In
one by no means negligible detail the Polynesian fancy seems to
coincide almost exactly with the Greek. Uranus hides his chil'
dren, instead of sufiering them to come to light, in the earth's

(Gaí,es enkeuthmoni); the Polynesian myth concludes (ac-

4

In one single case the concept of the masculine divinity rises to
true grandeur, and that is the union of divine heaven and divine
earthin wedlock. Even'Aeschyluss? sings of the amorous glow oi
"holy heaven"' and the nuptial yearning of Earth, who is impreg-
nated by the rain from abeve. The myth represents the embraJe
as a mighty event, at the very beginning of the world. The re.
markable account in the Theogongís tells how "great Uranus
came, bringing on night and longing for love, and he lay a'bout
Gaia, spreading himself full upon her."

The high signiffcance of this picture is proven by its survival in
famous myths. fn these, however, it has been disguised, for the
conjugal pair do not bear such transparent names as 'heaven" and
"earth"; Zeus appears in the rôle of heaven, and in that of earth
appear Danaë, Semele, or other human women. But upon closer

examination it becomes clear that these are recurrences of tho
same primal motif under various names and in various concep.
tions. Yet lofty as the heavenly god appears in this picture,

f although he is little inferior to the earth-goddess in grandeur, tho,

.44
4

ö

fact that the masculine divinity is secondary to the feminine in
ttre religious thought of the early period remains unalterable. The
god of heaven in particular must have played only a slight þa*
in early religion, however persistent the myths concerning him
may be. So in the religions of primitive peoples, of which there
is much to remind us here, the masculine divinity of heaven often

4{
.tJ

è remains in the background.
But the ffgure of the god of heaven draws our attention to

of the most signitcant phenomena of the prehistoric world,
myth. We must understand that great myths in the proper
were done with when the new view of the world came to
In the latter period, interest was centered upon the sharply
lineated personal ffgure. But myth is always a happening
which the magnitude and importance of the individual agents

victims are swallowed up. The hugeness of the happening
dominates them that ttreir images may easily appear
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To us they sound strange, these myths, and so they did to the

flomeric l8! also. Homer knew well enough. that ,{thena sprang

from her father's head; the honoriffc epithet õbrímopatre, "daugh-

ter of the mighty father," is a clear enough indication. The god-

dess herself declares, in Aeschylus, that she is "wholly her fa-
ther's" and knows of no mother; she is equally her father's in
Ifiomer. But concerning the romantic myth of her birth from his

þead Homer is silent, and it is as little conceivable that he could
speak of it as it is that he could speak of the monstrous myths of
Ijranus and Cronus. We realize that the age of the fantastic nar-
rative myth is over. In the new age, which conceives the essence

of the world and of human life in lofty ffgures, myth no longer
enjoys the sovereign independence and capacity for the fabulous
w}¡rch it had possessed in the prehistoric period. The distinction
between the two will become clear in the sequel.

,dlong with ancient myth, magic also perished, and though
both may have survived here and there in Greece in one form
or another, the main line of the Greek spirit proves that it had
once and for all decided against them. And this decision was made

the period for which the Homeric poems are the great docu-
ment.

lVe can classify the world-view of peoples according to the de-
gree by which they are preoccupied and controlled by magic
thinking. None has so completely overcome magic in its charac-

world of thought as has the Greek. In the Homeric world,
possesses no importance, whether we look at gods or men,

the few cases where knowledge of magic is indicated only go
show how remote it had become. The gods do not practice en-

even though at times they bring things to pass in a
reminiscent of ancient magic. Their might, like their es-

is based not on magical pou)er, but on the bei,ng of nature.
is the great new word which the matured Greek spirit
to ancient magic. From here the path leads directly to

arts and to the sciences of the Greeks. But in the age when the
myths were still vital, magic (which is related to ancient

in spirit) appears to have possessed no slight importance;
in mythical narratives the miraculous, which has grown alien

the Homeric spirit, occupies a large place.
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cording to Bastian) with the words: "Immediately upon the sepa-

ration of heaven and earth the people who had previously been

hidden in the hollows of their parents' breasts, became visible."

The myth of Cronus and Rhea62 repeats the myth of heaven

and earth with other fancies and other names. Just as Uranus did
not suffer his children to come to light but hid them in earth's

bosom as soon as they were born, so Cronus swallows his immedi-

ately after birth. Again it is the youngest, Zeus, -from 
whom de.

liveiance comes. In this connection ít is impossible not to think
of the famous myth of the birth of Athena. It is Hesiod, again, rvþq

first tells the story.63 Athena's mother is said to have been

the goddess "Intelligence," but before the child came into

world Zeus the father swallowed the mother. Here too, then, ths
father prevents the child from issuing forth from its mother; herq

too he swallows it, as Cronus had done, but together with tho.

mother; here too he acts to forestall the destiny foretold by

nus and Gaia that a son of this unl0n would cast him from

throne.6a But here we have added the new motif that the

is born of the father himself, and in very peculiar

the head.65 This reminds us of the birth of Dionysus, whom

caught up into his own thigh as an incomplete embryo from

burning mother and himself g ve btuth to at the

It is quite remarkable that all these myths could latterly

been considered as relatively late creations of speculation or

gesrs. wfth full regard to the caution that 1S here called for

may still be positively asserted that of all possible

l

this ls the least probable. Whatever the original meaning of

stories may have been, their astonishing, romantic, and

qualities are proof of their validity as creations of genurne

original mythic thought, or rather viewtrroint. They aÍe

analogous to the first rank growth of myths among primitive

lizations and strike US with the same sense of strangeness.

the remarkable btuth of Athena has a Polynesian parallel, at

in the circumstance that there too the mythical personage

born out of the head. of Tangaroa ir IS related that his

Papa bore him not 1n the usual manner but through her ârIDr

according to another version, "straight out of her head."66
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A genuine miraculous hero ln early myth rs Perseus, whom hi$
mother Danaë conceived ln the depths of the earth from tho
golden rarn of the god of heaven AS an infant he \ryas ffshed out
of an ark 1n the sea, and later experienced adventures most as.
tonishing. To reach the horrid Gorgons at the western exbemiþ
of the \¡/ortd, beyond Ocean, he ffrst visited the otd w
forced them to show him the wav to the Nymphs from
received winged shoes, a cap of invisibility, and scrip.
equipped he flew to the end of the world and hewed
head ofi, whereupon there sprang from her trunk Chrysaor,
man with the golden sword," and Pegasus, the lightning
whom Medusa had conceived from Poseidon.

How difierent is the world to which this heroic myth
from tfie world of Homeric gods and men; how difierent is
hero from a Heracles or from the heroes of Homer! Here
ture and marvel is everything, and nothing is left of the
involved. All that happens has a marvellous, fairytale
and is extraordinary to the point of monstrosity. When the
of Medusa is severed from her body and man and horse
forth, one feels that something powerfu-l and profoundly
niffcant is going on, expressed in peculiar imagery-but who
now interpret such an image? Guile and enchantment are

qualities by which the hero brings the incredible to pass. The
'Women he robs of their most precious possession and
forces them to show him the way to the Nymphs; and from
he receives the magic articles by which alone he can reach
goal in the extreme west beyond Ocean and perform his

ture-winged shoes and the cap that made him invisible. Ono

reminded of "crafV' Cronus and of the deed he achieved
his sickle-the same rveapon that one imagines in the hands

Perseus.
Perseus is not a god, but he stands very near the gods and

haps once \ryas one. Kinship with Hermes is very striking,
extends precisely to those traits in the picture of Hermes

as we shall see, belong to the oldest mode of conceiving
world. And thus it becomes possible for US to recognize
what it ts that distinguishes the earlier conception
from the Homeric, and in the fullest sense Greek,

of the
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the most miraculous happening in the world and the most as_

¿enishing and magical capacity of higher beings_such are the
irîages and thoughts by which the spirit was at one time fflled.
Dutthe new spiritìooks into existence with different eyes. For iÇ
¡ot happening and capacity are most important, but 

'belng: 
Thá

dívrnities become figures of reality in which the manifold be'ing of
¡ature ffncls its perfect and eternal expression. With this step än_
cíent myth is abolished, magic overcome, and the gods aie û_
¡ally separated from the elemental.
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,{eschylus, Eume níde s 7 36
lhis is the view of Nilsson
This is the view of Wilamo-
witz
IIía¿ 5.6I
rb. r5.4L2
Od,gsseg 6.223
Hesiod, Works and Daus 430
Homeric Epígrams 14.2; cf,
the vase paintings in Monu-
mentí Antíchi 28 (L522),IOL
fr.
Odgsseg 13.288, f6.157
llíûd9.389
Od.gsseg 20.72; Homeråc
Hgnrn to Aphrodíte 14 f.; He".
siod, lforfts ønd, Døgs B}f.
Odgsseg 2.116 f.
ll¡nd 5.735
Ib. 14.178 f.
Hesiod, Theogong 573,
Works and,DagsT2
Cf. Diels, Fragrnente dprVor-
sokratìker 12.326
Cf. ilìn¿ 16.34; }Jesiod, The-
ogong 440
Cf. Empedocles, frg.42 Diels;
Euripides, frg. 1009
Cf. Sophocles, Oedipus at
Colonus 701 et al.
Cf. ilía.d 20,172
Cf. Pindar, Pythìans 4.249,
Olgmpíans 6.45,8.87
Cf. Sophocles, Aian 450, frg.
760
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70. Cf. Callimachus, Hgrnrw 5.
17; Theocritus 20.25; Proper-
tius 2.28.12'

71. Cf. Dio Chrysostom 12.1fi.
72. Pausanias 2.24.2
73. Plutarch, Lgeurgus 11; Pau-

sanias 3.18.2
74. Sophocles, Oed,ípus at Colo-

nus 7A6
75. Ilíad1.200
76. Bacchylides 10
77. Hesiod, Shield. of Herucles

339
78. Cf. Sophocles, Aiax758fr

APOLLO

I. Ilíad,5.440
2. Ib. 19.413
3. rb.
4. Euripides, Hí.ppolgtus 7 5 fr..
5. Servius on Aeneìd,4,143
6. Pindar, Pgthíøns L0.29
7. Ib. 10.31 ff.
8. rb. 10.45
9. Herodotus 4.36. According to

a view documented only in
Iater authors but surely orig-
inal, Abaris did not carry the
bolt but flew on it through
the countries: cf. H. Fränkel,
De Sìmìa ß.hodio, 36

10. Cf. Herodotus 4.13
1r. Ib. 4.33 ff.
t2. rb.4.32
13. Sophocles, frg. 870
14. Himerius 14.i0
15. Cf. Wilamowitz, Hermes 38,

and Creek Hìstorípal Writing
and. Apollo; this is refuted by
Bethe in Antìd.oron für W ack-
ernogel, but accepted by Nils-
son in lús Hirtorg of Greek
Relígíon (1925),132

16. llíaà 2L.46Ifr.

41.

42,

43.

ø,

46.
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56. Loc. cit.
57. Aeschylus, frg.44
58. ÌIesiod, Theogong I78
59. rb. 154 fi.
60. Cf. Sir George CreY, Polgne-

sìan Mgthologg, 2nd ed.
(f885), 1fi' Traces of a simi-
iar myth are to be founcl
among civilized PeoPles also:
cf. Andrew Lang,Custom and'
Math,45 fr'

61. Bastian, Díe heìlíge Søge der
Polynesíør (1881), 62

62. ttresiod, Theogong 453fr,
63. Ib. 886 fi.
64. Cf . ib. 463 with 891
65. Ib.924
66. Cf. W. W' Cill, Mgths ønd'

Songs from the South Pacífic
(1876),10

have announced the
Salamis: Hesychius.
lia on ArÍstophanes

9. lliad,17.547 fr.

and
ad loc.

I0. Odgsses 22.299 fi.
11. Ib. 22.205 fi.
12. Ilìad 18.516
13. Iþ.6.305; Cf. Horneric

Hgmns Ll
14. Ii¡nd,10.274fr.
15. Ib. 21.390 fi.
16. Ib.5.761,831
17. Ib. 5.761
18. rb.5.831,889
19. rb. 5.890

?9. çf.pausanias B.lg.lt et al.
21. ll¿ad 1.194 fi.
22. 9f :Bacchylides frg. 4l¡

lodon¡s 3.6.8.3
23. Cf. e.g. lliad, 4.390,

ff.
24. rb. 1.198
25. rb.2.279
26. Odgsseg 23.124
27. Dií metín atalanton: Illad,

L69, 407,636; 10.187
28. tliad2.L67 fr.
29. Hrymeric Hgmn to Athena

Cf. also lliad.5.260,

30. Odyssey 13.297
31. Hesiod, Theogong 896
32. Odgsseg 6,14
33. enth' auf øIï enoese

glat"rkopís Athene : O d.gssey

CHAPTER III
ATHENA

1. Cf. Rodenwald-t, Athenìsche
Mítteílungen 37 (f912); Nils-
son, Anf änge der Göttìn
Athene (Copenhagen, 1921);
Wilamowitz, Berlíner S¡t-
zungsberichte (I92I), 950 f[.

2. Cf. Frickenhaus, Athenische
Mitteílungen (1908), 19 ff,,
and Buschor, ibid. (1922),
96 ff.

3. Hesiod, Theogong 924 fr.
4. Pindar, Olgmpìøns 7.34S.; tr.

Lattimore
5, Homeric Hymns 28; transla-

tion based on Evelyn-\4/hite,
in Loeb Classical Library

6. tl¡ad2.446fr.
7. rb.4.575
8. Aristophanes, W'c"sps 1086 f,,

version of B. B. Rogers. The
flight of an owl is said to

112 and frequently
34. Cf. Apollodorus L.9.I6,2.L,4
35. Odyssey 8,493 et al.

36. Pinãar, OlgmPiøns 13.65 ff.
37. Pausanias 2,4.L
38. llíad 21.356
39. Odgsseg 4.227
40. Aeschylu s, Eumenides 37 B


